HMDA Insights : Capitalizing on New Perspectives
Action Taken Rates: Adjusting for Loans Purchased
This is the first in a series entitled HMDA : Insights Capitalizing on New Perspectives prepared to provide
mortgage lenders with advanced analytical insight to enhance governance, risk management and compliance
activities in a challenging – and changing – environment.

Summary:
 Excluding Loans Purchased (i.e., Action Type 6) in evaluating a lender’s lending profile is
necessary as the purchase decision is distinct from the origination decision.


Mortgage TrueView HMDA Insight Dashboards1 show that differences between the aggregate
Action Taken Rates2 inclusive of all Action Taken codes (i.e., Gross Rate) and aggregate Action
Taken Rates excluding Loans Purchased (i.e., Net Rate) are significant (Chart 1).
Chart 1 | Comparative Action Taken Rates | 2010 - 2014



While the overall results are noteworthy, it is essential to evaluate – and understand –
the results in the MSAs/MDs where a lender conducts business.

Analysis:
Loans Purchased by all HMDA Respondents and the
relationship of such applications to Actioned
Applications (i.e., Action Taken Codes 1-5, 7 and 8)
(“Loans Purchased Rate”) are significant (Table 1).
Mortgage TrueView Insight Dashboards show MSA/MDspecific 2014 Loan Purchase Rates ranging from
1.42% to 37.41% (with the range for the top 20 MSAs
based on Actioned Applications ranging from 13.30% to
26.57% as shown in Chart 2).

Mortgage TrueView Dashboards can be accessed by 2015 HMDA Survey participants using their complementary
access credentials. Non-participants may obtain credentials by sending a request to hmda@mortgagetrueview.com.
1

Approved includes loans originated, applications approved not accepted, and preapproval requests approved but
not accepted. Denied loans include applications denied by the financial institution and preapproval requests
denied by financial institution.
2
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Chart 2 | Loans Purchased | Loans Purchased as a Percent of Actioned Applications [Top 20 MSAs/MDs] : 2014

Mortgage TrueView Insight Dashboards show that the St. Louis, MO-IL MSA has the highest 2014 Loan
Purchase Rate – 26.57% – among the top 20 MSAs based on Actioned Applications. Table 2 presents the
Top 20 lenders (based on Total Applications) in the St. Louis, MO-IL MSA and shows their respective Loans
Purchased Rate. Table 2 shows that the St. Louis, MO-IL MSA Loans Purchased Rate of 26.57% is primarily
attributable to 8 (highlighted) lenders that
have Loans Purchased Rates significantly
higher than the average Loans Purchased
rate for the St. Louis, MO-IL MSA.
Four of the eight lenders – Respondents 4,
8, 14, and 19 – show significant Loans
Purchase Rates with Respondent 19
reporting 1 Actioned Application and 1,359
Loans Purchased.
Despite significant Loans Purchase Rates,
two of the eight lenders – Respondents 2
and 10 – also show significant Actioned
Applications, 3,973 and 1,028,
respectfully.
It is clear from Table 2 that including Loans
Purchased as Approved Applications
significantly misstates the lending activity
for the highlighted lenders. By extension,
including Loans Purchased misstates the
lending activity for all lenders and provides
an inaccurate view of lending activity for the overall market.
*****
Our next HMDA Insight will focus on how adjusting Action Taken rates makes a difference in establishing
a more meaningful benchmark for purposes of evaluating lending activities.

“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts to
suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.” ― The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, A Scandal in Bohemia
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